30
 Reels

day challenge
Real Growth With Reels

Welcome to the challenge!
In just one month, by creating one Reel a day, you’re going to see
a remarkable difference in in your account growth, including:
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Attracting more followers that can potentially
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Boosting your engagement and getting more likes

3

become paying customers.

and shares.
Having at least one of your Reels go “viral-for-you”,
meaning it enjoys greater exposure and views
compared to the rest!

Plus, you’ll reap personal benefits from doing the challenge too!
You’ll become more comfortable on camera and more confident
in the direction and growth of your business!



Who knew that so much was possible in just 30 days! Let’s get
started!

Love these ideas? Want even more? We’re always adding new trainings, templates
and techniques that are hands-on like these 50 stories, to help you get the most out
of Instagram. Plus 2 live events per month! Join the thousands of entrepreneurs in
our inner circle at InstaClubHub now! Try it for just $7.
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How to Do the 30 Day Reels Challenge
You can start the 30 Day Reels Challenge in just three simple
steps!

1
2
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Below we have templates and tutorials to help
inspire and guide you.
Post at least one Reel a day on Instagram for the
next 30 days.
Use the hashtag #Reelgrowth so we can see your
creativity too!

Tips to Make the Most of the 

30 Day Reels Challenge
Reels are better with friends! Get a friend to do the challenge
with you #accountability
Short on time? You can create multiple Reels at one time and
save them under “Drafts” and then publish them each day. 

Focus your Reels around your specific niche or industry. 

Don’t delete Reels that look like they’re performing poorly.
Sometimes they can gain extra views long after they were
originally published. 

Although we and our members have used these Reels templates
and ideas to great success, you are free to create your own
totally unique Reel or add your own twist to these!
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How to Use This Guide:

1
2

Scroll to the page
with that day’s Reel.

Read the tutorial
and ideas.
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Click on Brock’s

4

Tap on the “Audio”

5
6
7

example to view his
Reel.

to get the audio he
used.

Tap on “Use
Audio”

Then record and
post your own
version.

Tag your finished product with #ReelGrowth.
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Day 1
Tutorial:
Clip 1: Slowly back away from the camera with a “scared” face.
Clip 2: From the side, start a little dance when the beat drops and add text
about how the “scary” thing will actually be (or actually was) beneficial.

Examples:
Clip 1: “Committing to 30 Reels in 30 Days.”
Clip 2: “Realizing how many people you’ll be able to serve in 30 days.”
Clip 1: “Giving up added sugar.”
Clip 2: “Reduced cravings and more energy!”
Clip 1: “Losing my job in 2020.”
Clip 2: “Starting my own business and working for myself.”

Tap on the image

to open the Reel
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day 2
Tutorial:
“I did something wrong. I did something wrong. I did something wrong, I
think. I think, I did something wrong.”
Then add text about a common/relatable mistake that people in your
industry make!

Examples:
“When you forget to take the meat out of the freezer.”
“When you send your bank info to “Nigerian Prince” who claims to be
related to you.”
“When you forget to charge your phone before the flight.”
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day 3
Tutorial:
Add text saying something like “reasons you should ______” and insert
something you should NOT do.
Then, point at 6 random areas, on the beat, but have nothing appear (no
text) when you point.
The joke is that there are zero reasons to do the thing!
Bonus tip: add some text at the end clarifying that you should NOT do the
thing.

Examples:
“Reasons you should judge other fitness coaches.”
“Reasons I’m a better mom than you.”
“Reasons you should work until 3 am.”
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day 4
Tutorial:
Add text about something you do all the time in your profession/life and
mouth the words “more”... “more”... ”more”... “probably.”

Examples:
“When someone asks how many times I go to Disney in a year.”
“When someone asks how many cups of coffee I need per day.”
“When someone asks how many times I’ve been rejected.”
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day 5
Tutorial:
Teach your audience something!
Share your favorite life-hacks.
Share the biggest lesson you learned in the last 2 months.
Share a mini tutorial on something you think other people should know.

Examples:
“Here's your crash course in how to meal prep.."
"3 things you need to know about traveling with kids..."
"What's the number one tip all realtors need to hear?..."
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day 6
Tutorial:
Add text about something that’s gone missing.
Bonus: Use the “Super Zoom” filter to zoom in on your face

Examples:
“Calling my motivation for this morning workout.”
“Calling that one friend who’s always up for a glass of wine.”
“Calling my husband when I need someone to take pics of me.”
“Calling my mom to babysit.”
“Calling my summer body."
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day 7
Tutorial:
Mouth the word “don’t” and add some text about something that you
recommend people don’t do!

Examples:
“How to ask photographers if they’ll work for free.”
“How to starve yourself.”
“How to base your self-worth off your productivity.”
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day 8
Tutorial:
Point at different areas, add the text corresponding to the questions (listen
to the audio), and encourage your followers to introduce themselves as
well!

Examples:
Have fun with it!

Love these ideas? Want even more? We’re always adding new trainings, templates
and techniques that are hands-on like these 50 stories, to help you get the most out
of Instagram. Plus 2 live events per month! Join the thousands of entrepreneurs in
our inner circle at InstaClubHub now! Try it for just $7.
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day 9
Tutorial:
Use this audio and point at different areas on the screen (on the beat).
Add a text title at the top and add text at each point (16 total). Use the 16
points as a way to give 16 quick tips or recommendations.

Examples:
8 Do’s and 8 Don'ts related to your industry.
Spell out a sentence that’s 16 words long.
Do another version of the Day 3 Reel.
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day 10
Tutorial:
Script: “It’s a full time job. And it’s extremely time consuming. And it’s not as
easy as it may appear to some people.”
Add text about something in your industry that’s not as easy as it may
appear!
Feel free to be serious or sarcastic!

Examples:
Serious ones:

“Working from home with kids.”

“Staying fit while raising a family.”
Sarcastic ones:

“Replying to one work email.”

“Not putting an exclamation point at the end of every sentence.”

“Washing out my oatmeal bowl before it hardens into concrete.”
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day 11
Tutorial:
“I’m gunna be just fine”

“I’m just gunna be just fine”

“AHHHHH!”

2. Add some text about something frustrating about what you do.

Examples:
“When you post a Reel and you had a typo in the text.”
“When you spend hours making dinner, but your kids only want chicken
nuggets.”
“When you accidentally delete the Reel you were working on.”
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day 12
Tutorial:
“Run in place or run through your home with a caption/text about who
you’re running to help! (Your ideal client)
“Help is on the way, dear! Help is on the way!”

Examples:
“On my way to help all those guys stuck in their corporate jobs.”
“Me, running to help stay-at-home moms who want to lose weight.”
“Running to save all the solo-preneurs who are overworking themselves.”
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day 13
Tutorial:
“Here we go! Not gunna mess this up. Not gunna mess this up. Here we go!
Ready?” And then miss-time the word “hi.”
Add some text about something you always mess up!

Examples:
“Me trying to lip sync Reels.”
“Me trying to make toast without burning it.”
“Me trying to unmute myself on Zoom.”
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day 14
Tutorial:
“Am I the only one that feels like there’s just been like a lot of days? Like,
back to back, like, in a row, you know what I mean?”
Text: Something relating to your industry or niche that feels like it’s super
repetitive!

Examples:
“Sticking to your daily workout routine.”
“Raising young kids during quarantine.”
“Trying to grow a business on social media.”
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day 15
Tutorial:
“Uh oh…. People”
Add text about what make you fearful of people.

Examples:
“When your around people in public for the first time in over a year.”
“When there’s too many people at the gym.”
“When you’re forced to network with other business owners at a
conference.”
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day 16
Tutorial:
“I don’t have an original personality, I stole it from…”
Add some pictures of celebrities who you think you look like, or who you
have a similar personality to.

Examples:
Ask your audience if they see the resemblance or who they think you look
like.
Ask your friends (beforehand) who they think you look like.
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day 17
Tutorial:
“Oh my God! Okay, it’s happening. Everybody stay calm! Everybody stay
calm! EVERYBODY STAY ****ing CALM!”
Add text about something that freaks you out when it happens!

Examples:
“When my Reel hits 1k views.”
“When I get my first client from Instagram.”
“When I get 4 new followers.”
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day 18
Tutorial:
“If you’re feeling like you need a little bit of company, you met me at the
perfect time.”
Add photos of what you want while “you want me” plays.
End with “I want you baby.”

Examples:
What every business owner wants (more money, more time, more
customers, etc.).
What every parent wants (more sleep, more coffee, more quiet).
What every IG user wants (More likes, more views, more followers).
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day 19
Tutorial:
This is the first “remix” of the challenge! Remix the Reel on the left by
viewing the original Reel, tapping the … in the upper right corner, and then
pressing “remix.”
Add your own video about something that makes people in your industry
roll their eyes.

Examples:
“More followers doesn’t guarantee more sales!”
“Weight loss isn’t always as simple as calories in vs. calories out.”
“If you want to be a successful _____, you have to put in the daily work.”

Love these ideas? Want even more? We’re always adding new trainings, templates
and techniques that are hands-on like these 50 stories, to help you get the most out
of Instagram. Plus 2 live events per month! Join the thousands of entrepreneurs in
our inner circle at InstaClubHub now! Try it for just $7.
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day 20
Tutorial:
“Hi! I’m Nelly, and today we are gonna learn a new word. It’s called “no.”
Add some text about something that you would answer “no” to or about a
common mistake in your industry.

Examples:
“Do deep fried vegetables still count as eating my veggies?”
“Will having one bad post crush your whole Instagram?”
“Isn’t network marketing just a pyramid scheme?”
“Will one workout give you a 6-pack?”
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day 21
Tutorial:
Use this song and add some text about something relatable that people
SAY they will do but never end up doing!
To get the black and white part, here’s what I did:
a. Saved the video to my camera roll.

b. Took a screenshot of the last frame of the video

c. Made the screenshot black & white.

d. Went back to IG and Opened up the Reel, then
added the B&W screenshot.

e. Added the funny text about how that thing didn’t
happen.

Examples:
“I’ll just have one bite of chips and guac.”
“I’ll text them back tomorrow.”
“I’ll take this bag of clothes to donate this weekend."
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day 22
Tutorial:
Do whatever dance you want to do (or just simply sit there) and mouth the
words “yeah”
“uh-huh.”
Add text with a question that you’ll answering with the “yeah” “uh-huh.”

Examples:
“Is it true that working out can improve our mood?”
“Can I really get better sleep by turning up the AC?”
“Will consistency really lead to Instagram growth?”
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day 23
Tutorial:
“I mean where should I really even start?”
Text: (something seemingly complex that you will explain in the caption)

Examples:
“You need to start meal prepping!”
“Daily meditation has many health benefits!”
“Essential oils can be used as nontoxic remedies!”
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day 24
Tutorial:
Use the 2X speed and record yourself doing a goofy dance with this song
in the background.
Text: “my brain while ________.” Insert something that your brain
struggles with or tunes out.

Examples:
“My brain when people call network marketing a pyramid scheme.”
“My brain when people talk about counting calories.”
“My ADHD brain while trying to read one page from a book.”
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day 25
Tutorial:
Lyrics: “At first I was like, mmm feet, as a joke, but bro… I don’t think it’s a
joke anymore.”
Replace the word “feet” with whatever you used to think was a joke, but
you’re now taking it seriously or even obsessed with it!

Examples:
Reels
Pilates, Yoga, Running, etc
Oat milk
Your fav brand (of shoes/clothing)
A hobby that has become a lifestyle
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day 26
Tutorial:
You: “Ya know, at first, I didn’t really like you.”
Person you don’t like: *is offended* (add text to label them).
You: “And I still don’t!”
*Beat drop* dance around or point at text, on the beat.
Add some text w/ reasons why you shouldn’t do what that person does

Examples:
People who talk with their phone on speaker in public
People who litter
People who chew with their mouth open
People who shame other people at the gym
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day 27
Tutorial:
“Okay! Gotta go! Call me when you wanna be honest… I’m so disgusted
and sick right now. I’m leaving.”
Add text about something that other people do that leaves you feeling
sick! (It’s funnier if the thing is relatable, but also not that big of a deal).

Examples:
“When Instagram models with fake butts claim they got their booty by
doing a 15 minute workout.”
“When your husband claims he ALWAYS puts the seat down.”
“When your kids say they’re hungry, but don’t eat the meal you made
them.”
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day 28
Tutorial:
Myths vs Facts. Share 1-3 myths from your industry and follow it up with a
fact!

Examples:
Myths vs Facts about being a network marketer
Myths vs Facts of entrepreneurship
Myths vs Facts of being a stay-at-home dad
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day 29
Tutorial:
“You know what this is called? One hard pill to swallow!”
Text: A hard pill to swallow in your industry.

Examples:
You won’t have 6-pack abs after one workout
Hustling 24/7 leads to burnout, not success
There will never be a “perfect” time to start
The word “natural” doesn’t always mean “healthy”
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day 30
Tutorial:
Bang your hand/fist in front of the camera, on the beat, and add some text
about a TRUTH in your industry.
Then mouth the words “that’s actually true.”

Examples:
Kale is gross
Balancing work and family is a challenge
I spend all day thinking about my small business

Love these ideas? Want even more? We’re always adding new trainings, templates
and techniques that are hands-on like these 50 stories, to help you get the most out
of Instagram. Plus 2 live events per month! Join the thousands of entrepreneurs in
our inner circle at InstaClubHub now! Try it for just $7.
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